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FREE FRENCH OPERATIONS

Free French Headquarter announce:

Raiding operations in South Libya have been continued successfully.

The Italian outpost of Ualou El Kebir, south of Murzuck, has been captured

by our detachments.

The garrison have been taken prisoners. Important material has

been seized. Our troops have destroyed the defence works protecting the

outpost and made the aerodrome unusable. Munitions and petrol dumps have

been set on fire.

In the course of a raid on the aerodrome at Oum El Araneb, one of

our planes has destroyed three enemy aircraft on the ground.

A Free French war correspondent with General Leclerc's columns in

the South Libyan desert has cabled the following account:

Since yesterday the operations have entered into their last phase.

To-day, I flew over the mountainous chain of the Tibesti, which,
from the air, looked like an impassable barrier. It mas through this

obstacle that our motorised columns had to wend their way to attack the

Italian posts in the Fezzan, and it is through this chain that Italian

prisoners care now trekking bank to our bases.

In cur return to our home base I saw one of our pilots landing with

a badly leaking radiator. He had Just been engaged by two Italian

fighters but had managed to escape after an exciting experience.

Flying alone and pursued by them, he suddenly discovered that his

wings were sprayed with a liquid which he thought to be petrol. He

therefore made an emergency landing.

He was going to destroy his plane and log when he realised his

mistake: his petrol tanks were intact but his radiator was punctured.
At this moment, the two Italians, who had landed, were cheerfully

gesticulating in anticipation of making a prisoner. But, their hopes were

deceived an the French pilot succeeded in making a quick take-off and

eventually outdistancing them.
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